




Dude, 
seriously? 

Have you 
read the file 

on this thing? 
it’s going to 

be epic.

Why 
are we 

waiting?!?

I’m so!y, I forgot 
you were an expert 

at this after only five 
days on the job. That’s 
why I was only nearly 
decapitated yesterday, 

versus actua"y 
decapitated.

The 
family is 
in the 
house.

“We wait.”

Da#it!

Dylan? 
Hustle up, 
bud, we’re 

going to be 
late! 

Dylan? 
You in the 
backyard?

Dylan--?



it 
wasn’t 

me.



What 
did you 
do?!?

it wasn’t 
me, da!y! 
M!g did 

it a"!

 it was 
M#g!!!

Y$sh--raw deal 
for the rugrat. 

Can’t we at least  
hint that he didn’t 

do it?

Not our job. Don’t 
wo%y...we always put 
in a ca" to the right 
people if we suspect 
dad’s about to go 
o& the d$p end.

Okay, you 
read the file...te" 
me what we’re 

l#king at.

“His name’s M!g of Mog. 
A%ived four w$ks ago in the 
home of Dylan Means. Some 
kinda freaky Easter-island-

m$ts-mi"ipede thing, probably 
due to Dylan’s interest in 
bugs and giant statues.”

Awwww, Moog 
gEt Dill-Unn into 
trouble! Moog 

am so sad!

“Since M#g’s a%ival, 
local property damage 
is up by 300%...and a" in 
a two-block radius of 

Dylan’s house.”

Oh, and based 
on insurance 

claims and police 
reports, it l#ks 

like this guy is 
crazy strong.

We", 
that gives us 

something to l#k 
forward to.

Think you’re 
ready to give 

the spiel?

Dude--



--I was 

born 
ready.

 M!g of 
Mog! I’m Te"y 

Snowg!se, this 
is my partner, 
Dave Slatern.

We’re 

i.M.A.G.i.N.E. 
Agents. 

You have 
b#n found to 

be in violation of 
Section 1 of the 
imaginary Friend 
Agr#ment: inten-
tiona$y bringing 

or--bringing 
or--um--

--Doing 
bad stu% 
to the kid.

So now, uh, you 
n#d to...uh...l!k, 
man, just cease 

and desist, put your 
hands above your 
head and...knock 

it o%.

Sterling 
job, Te"y. 

Rea$y. Right 
out of the 

park.



Agents 
want to lock 
Moog up in 

cagE?

Nobody 
lock Moog 

up!! MOOG 
NOT GOiNG 

ANYWHERE!!!

A!P--!!

Typical.

Now, lit-tul 
man, trEmble 
bEfore Moog 

oF--

Hold that 
thought.  

Who tExt 
during--

You 
tExting during 

combat?!  

I just 
got a 
text.
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